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other
things

0f
By

BOB CONAWAY

LAST WEEK it almost seemed
( ,j,e war might soon be over,
was just after the successful inThis
and the subsequent peaceful
vasioft
of all _of French North
capitulation, —
Africa—except for Tunisia.
/Vnd the British Eighth Army was
-basing Rommel half-way across
I -bia with converted American
planes' out-doing the Stuka of the
A major shake-up in the
blitz.
German high command indicated that
all was not serene in the Rhine watchThere was even talk that
towers.
the puncture of the myth of Rommelinvincibility also meant the puncture
of Rommel—in the back.
The Russians, the Aussies, the
Chinese—all fortified with increasing
U. S. aid—were beginning to open
minor offenses of their own, were
threatening to reverse the "time table
of conquest."
AND SO LAST WEEK it al
most seemed that these things would
be accomplished by Christmas:
3. That Anglo-American arm
ies would drive Germany out of
Africa.
2. That Russia would clean out
the shambled city of Stalingrad.
3. That Australian - American
forces would gain complete domina
tion of Papua and central New
Guinea.
4. That U. S. bombers would
be making periodic forays over
Japan and mother Tokyo from fort
ified Chinese bases.
Americans read these things in
their favorite newspapers, or heard
them over commentative radio pro'
grams—and swelled with pride. Yes
sir, it took the United States a little
time to get started, but now watch
her go! Duck, you hitlerites and hirohitoites, America's going for a touch
down!

C. O. P. & S. J. C., Stockton, Calif., Friday, Dec. 18, 1942

COSSACKS HAD Youth Leaders
SELL OUT
Sought By
PERFORMANCE Committee
Russian Group Have
Varied Repertoire
By JERRY McCALL

Girls who are interested in youth
leadership should get in contact with
the Community Service Committee.

SURVEY

Another brilliant performance by
The committee has conducted a
the Don Cossack Chorus was heard
by a sell-out audience of twenty-two survey on the campus to make con
tact with students who would be in
hundred people last Wednesday night
terested in working with the various
at the high school auditorium.
youth organizations in town. Many
AWED
/
students have already been placed
The building was packed and the where they are most needed, but
audience was enthralled by the thir there is a definite need for more
ty-two Russian singers and their dy students.
namic leader, Serge Jarloff.
Girls arc also needed to wrap
Their repertoire contained beauti
packages for the soldiers at the USO.
ful church hymns that displayed fulThe committee has contacted the girls
' their rich fund of deep religious
from various living groups on the
fervor. Popular folksongs express
campus and town girls. The sched
ing gay gypsy exuberance, work,
ule of the houses and the girls who
home life, etc.
will act as chairmen are as fol
WAR SONGS
lows : Monday, Alpha Theta, MarTheir last group contained Soldier gette Curtin; Tuesday, Town Girls,
and Camp songs, some of which are Helen Heiland; Wednesday, Epsilon,
now being sung by the Red Soldiers Ruth Staples; Thursday, Annex,
on the miraculous fronts, interspersed Catherine Mealer; Friday, Manor
by the chorus with whistling and Hall, Helen Jensen; Saturday, Wom
original wild Cossack dances.
en's Hall, Winona Barber. As the
When a young man in Russia, Jar girls who live on the campus are
loff was considered too small to be going home for Christmas vacation
worth anything, so he was allowed it is hoped that more town girls will
to study music.
go down to the USO next week to
lend a hand.
BEGINNING
The Chorus was formed at the MEMBERS
close of World War I, and the sing
Anyone interested in helping out on
ers were thoroughly trained by Jar
either one of these projects should
loff for a year before appearing.
see someone on the committee. The
Their first post was in a Russian
committee consists of the following:
cathedral, where visitors came from advisor, Miss Caroline Shrodes; mem
all parts of the world to hear them. bers,
Marie Peletz, Margaret Fitzger
This experience accounts for the fact
ald, Jimmie Yokum, Helen Heiland,
that their lithurgical music has en- Winona Barber, Mildred Berger, Bill
voked cathedrals, and their hallelujahs
Leper, and Doris Eisner.
hold audiences.spellbound.

Evidently, the first series of com
plete victories had turned the head of
Mr. Average Citizen. His joy was
ON TOUR
a natural reaction—for before, most
The Cossacks came to Stockton
of the news had been bad. But now direct from the San Francisco Op
it was his turn to crow ...
era House, on their thirteenth trans
continental tour.
BUT ANOTHER WEEK of
battle turned the damper just a little.
This extra time proved that civilian
ecstacy is seldom indicative of the
hue progress of a war; that an enemy
who has over-run a quarter of the
globe's land area cannot easily be
Pinched out of desired positions.
The Germans had used the Crete
Alpha Gamma Sigma, Stockton
tactics in landing air-borne reinforce Junior College Scholarship society,
ments in Tunisia, were strongly en- held its first meeting of the semester
benched though the Afrika Korps Monday in the SCA building. The
*as still fleeing far to the east. They society, which has been inactive for
at' forestalled the Russian pincers
some time, made plans for several
hound the "city of steel," had even social functions in the coming se
en the initiative again in some sec
mester.
tors.

J. C. HONOR GROUP
MEETS, PLANS
FALL EVENTS

NEW IDEA

Trained Nurses
To Be Taught
By U. S. Money
Women interested in becoming
nurses, but unable to consider such
a career due to the expense involved,
are now being offered an opportunity
to realize their hopes.

NURSE DEARTH
The present emergency has clearly
brought to the public's mind the ex
treme need for trained nurses. "The
need for well-trained nurses will not
end with the present emergency,"
stated Dr. Thomas Parran, surgeon
general of the United States Public
Health Service.

Annual Asilomar Meet
Is Shortened;
Convene In Berkeley
By NORMAN CLAYTON
What promises to be the most original and unique Asilomar
Conference ever to be held will begin on the twenty-seventh day of
this month in Berkeley. Just when it seemed as though the entire
Conference would have to be cancelled due to difficulties of tre
mendous proportions, a determined Planning Committee found a

$380 WORTH OF
BONDS, STAMPS
SOLD AT HUT
Pacific students purchased three
hundred and eighteen dollar's and
seventy-five cents worth of defense
bonds and seventy dollars worth of
savings stamps at the opening of the
new Victory Hut, last Wednesday.

CONVENIENCE
The Hut has been opened on cam
pus for the convenience of students
who wish to purchase stamps and
bonds, but who have had no oppor
tunity to do so. It is operated un
der the auspices of the Defense Com
mittee of the AWS, and Barbara Sul
livan is chairman.
Sales-clerks for the Hut are Jane
Skinner, Mary Jane Armstrong, Bet
ty Carter, Joallen Scott, and Aimee
Arbios. Students may make their
purchases every Wednesday from
these girls, any time from 10 to 4
o'clock.

BANDAGES
The Associated Women Students
are also maintaining a room in the
infirmary for girls to roll bandages.
There is an instructor who will dem
onstrate how to do the work. This
job is being done for the Red Cross
and the room is open from 9 in the
morning until nine at night and girls
may go in any time they have a few
moments to spare.
Plans are now underway to affili
ate the campus with the down-town
blood bank, and give students an
opportunity to donate some of their
blood for the needed plasma. No'thing definite has been decided, as yet.

THREE ARCHITES,
NOW MARINES,
ARE TOGETHER

An unusual idea was presented and
adopted by the group. The members
decided that all money collected from
the social activities should be placed
a fund for a scholarship to be
awarded to a man in the service to
enable him to continue his education

In an effort to meet this need, the
Federal Government has taken steps.
Congress has provided for an appro
priation to increase enrollment in
schools of nursing and is offering a
limited number of tuition scholarships.

In a letter received by Dean Cor
son this week it was revealed that
three Archites, Varsity football
players of two seasons ago, are sta
tioned as Marines in the same com
pany somewhere in the Southwest
Pacific.

STANFORD SCHOOL

MEET

^hey also compensated for their after the war.
lo<
Also in the line of business, Fran
aii-S
^ua<fa'canal's well-developed
rcraft landing field by constructing ks Crozier was elected to fill the
office of vice president, which was
° r within three hundred miles.
left vacant when Margaret Fitzger
ald
was forced to leave schoo It
ese
dent ^
indications then, it is evitak' 'lal t^le war~9°d Mars is not was announced that Dr. Allen Waldo
^ btt last breath. Christmas will is unable to continue in the capacity
of sponsor of the group, and nom
1 an
Kill st d go and through it all there inations were made tor someone to
W be fighting.
replace him as a co-shoulderer of
BUT THEN all the dreams of responsibility with Miss Shrodes.
Ch,
Nominated were Mr. Emery Fast Dr.
tyjtl|S'®as~Present conquest are not
Irving Coleman, Dr. Howard Hop
!
r
fc
his | * Tinited Nations. Hitler has
kins, and Mr. Gordon Spaulding.
hopes,
"tents'PeS' t00' an<*
disappoint"

The Stanford University School
of Nursing is co-operating in the
plan. It is offering a small number
of scholarships which will cover tui
tion to applicants wishing to enter in
February. These will be issued on
the basis of personal aptitudes, schol
astic ability, capacity for growth,
educational background and merited
financial need.
This means students who have al
ready had the basic education in nurs
ing, but who don't feel they can af
ford to go on to a secondary school,
can apply for a scholarship at Stan

The
e

stubborn Jap jungle troops,
being kicked out of Buna and
1!
Goina
' ,. established beach-heads further
J the coast—thereby serving notice
batit tb,
they were not ready yet to relini
'luish their lease on the large
t>°°se-shaped island.

No. 13

They are Captain Dwajne Mears,
Corporal William Rempfer and Jere
Tilson.
Thre three met in San
Diego right before they were sent
overseas, and were attached to the
same organization.
.Marine Corporal Rempfer writes
"We are gradually getting accustom
ed to this jungle fife.
The mosquitos, lizards, and fallen cocoanuts
keep us on the alert, but then it can't
last forever."

TO JOIN

Another Arcliite will join the
ranks of the Marines, as Clare
Slaughter, House President, and Var
TO PLAN
ford.
A meeting to plan the initiation of
sity football player has been called
INFO AVAILABLE
l~{i§ IT
, members will beheld January 11,
Further information in regard to to active duty, and will report to
c°^ Hils might have been in Mos- new first Monday after Christmas va
f
1.1 ' ^ d
T T. > '1 TV Officers Training School December
r
CL..- ° Ihe Caucasus for their the
- * KnilrliilP". All OlCl
xr:—

solution. What with the problem of
transportation, coupled with that of
food and lodging, there seemed to
be no hope of using the Santa Cruz
resort which had heretofore been
the planned locale.

DETAILS
Now that the go-ahead signal has
been given, the Committee is hard at
work ironing out the final details.
The Conference will not meet for
an entire week as had been planned,
but will be shortened to a four and
one-half.day affair. This does not
mean that there will be any lessen
ing of program vitality however. The
same outstanding leaders will still be
there, plus some who would not oth
erwise have been able to attend.
In order that the needs of all stu
dents might be met, and that stu
dents might be challenged by the
thinking of two of the more dynam
ic scholars of the Pacific Coast, Dr.
Muilenberg and Dr. Bennett of the
faculty of the Pacific School of
Religion have been added to the
staff. These men plus those already
announced, including Dr. Kuhn of
Whittier, Dr. Brighouse of Occident
al, Leila Anderson of the Califor
nia YMCA, Claude Settles from San
Jose State, Harry Kingman of the
YMCA staff at the University of
California, George Burcham, youth
hostel leader, and Dr. Mendenhall,
President of Whittier College, will
make the leadership of this gather
ing the best that has ever been af
forded college people by the Asilomar
Committee.

HIGHLIGHTS
Dr. Munk, University of California
economist and former Czech braintruster, will still be one of the pro
gram highlights. His presence, as well
as that of Victor Sword, Student
Christian Movement secretary from
India, Pu Shen, a Chinese Christian
worker, and Homer Loh, a Chinese
leader in the World Student Service
Fund Drive, will all add to the at
tractiveness. of the program.
Here is the • essence of the new
program. Sunday# afternoon will
mark the opening activities. The
program will then run as per sched
ule on the week days through Thurs
day, and will close with a watch-

(Continued on Page 4)

Former J. C. Student
Is Killed in Action
The death in action somewhere in
the South Pacific of Earl Brutnl Jr.
has been confirmed by a recent let
ter from his parents. Earl Bruml at
tended J. C. during the time between
September 1938 to the Spring of
1939, and returned for the Septem
ber, 1940 Spring '41 semesters.
Earl Bruml was from Houston
and had completed his pre-college
training at Houston High School. He
was a member of the J. C. football
team and a pre-medical student. He
was a cousin of Bill Biddick, vformer
student here who was a president of
DC A
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Just Buy a Bond!
This is that Old Refrain.
All sorts of wags and philosophers have thought up all sorts
of cute little phrases and long profound dissertations about why
it is important that we should buy bonds.
Things like this emerge in the type.
Jap happy to die for Hirohito. Buy bonds. Make Jap happy
Invest in democracy.
Keep lem Flying.
• Keep 'em Rolling.
,,
Ten per cent Every Pay Day.
Stamp out the Axis with War Stamps.
•Break the Bonds of Slavery with War Bonds.
I gave a man. What did you give ?
I gave a son. What did you give ?
Buy a Share of Freedom.
Whose son will lose his life because you failed?
Remember Pearl Harbor with Bonds and Stamps.
A Good-bye is a War Bond.
Brand the Axis with War Stamps.
And others.
All these are slogans. Some of them say something. Others
don't say anything at all.
A little of this type of thing goes a long way.
The average person gets tired of hearing it over and over

• One of the social '
of America is CHRlSTArfc.8'"1
PING, in capital £***
day we discovered we had
Pint of gas in our car so
and squealed o„r way
patched-up tires — to cart b
vases Jor Aunt Matilda and tU
cy soap for Uncle Pete.
We'd heard that Gas Ratio
was on and that civilian traffic
been cut to a minimum, but"
driving around the Court H0Use
and a half times, we doubted ii
just beat our major professor',
(the one whose class we werl
ling) to the last parking place
there we were, ready for batt
In our naivete we'd left our;
der pads and helmets home day we'll learn. Somehow I
think we'll have to worry ab
shortage of football players nex
The Christmas Shoppers V
League could teach Chuck I
things he's never heard about 1
ing. I'm glad the Mayor ha
clared the wearing of cleats illeg
he hadn't, this bruise would ne
stitches.

again.

But it has to be said. The simplest way is a slogan. The
American people have for a long time been willing to die by the
thousands for a slogan, when they merely laughed at a graphic,
concise presentation of principles.
If the American people want to die for a slogan, that's entirely
their business. If some of them are going to play hard-to-get
and not dieunless they are given a thesis on principles, that's their
business.
But, the fact is, the American people are ready to die for this
cause of ours today. They probably get tired of slogans and thesis.
But this does not affect their readiness to die.

Blood-Bank Tellers Open
Windows To Students

Always remember that if you are not risking your life you
are not doing your part. No matter how many Bonds you buy,
Note to virile Pacific youth:
bandages you roll, USO functions you go to, you are not doing
From the visions of Junior Commandos tearing out to the
your part unless you are dying.
training field and Amazonish calisthenic classes cavorting on the
green,
it's our guess that something stronger than tomato juice
The next best thing to do is buy bonds and stamps. Buying
courses
through the veins of our Pacificites.
all the bonds and stamps you can is almost as good as risking
How
about
sparing some of it?-f—:
—
your life.
You heard me!

If the slogans bother you, forget them. Buy a bond anyway. business.

And it's serious

If you want to boost the AWS Victor}- Hut, buy it there. If NEEDED HERE
It was an Englishman that said
you want to boost the Stockton Victory Hut, buy it there.

Stanford expects 200 cadets for the
something about the "blood and tears" new' naval pre-flight school. They
will not be segregated from the rest
of the student body, and all of the
University facilities will be at their
of Pacific, Stockton, California U disposal.
S. A.
All pre-flight courses, which will
What we mean is—It can happen be specialized and require extensive
here ! In case of an attack on Stock study, will be opep to cadets only.
ton, blood plasma—pints of it— The teaching staff will be drawn
thousands of pints have got to be on mainly from the Stanford faculty, al
reserve for the transfusions to save though there will be some naval in
victims.
structors.
Unlikely? So, was the Pearl Har
bor attack.
Two Cal freshman men students
were jailed this week for gas hoard
REMINDERS
Take a look around you. See the ing.
shatterproof glass? See those detailed
San Diego State had the pleasure
air-raid regulations? See those heads
jerk up suddenly at the whine of a this week of honoring one of their
former students who is now a mem
motor in the sky?
ber of the Flying Tigers, the Ameri
Let's get busy.
can Volunteer Group in China.
First, there's the business of going
He was recently cited for bravery
down to the San Joaquin Local Health for shooting down twelve Jap planes
District for a preliminary test. We during a raid.
realize and apologize for not having
Speaking before the members on
told more of you sooner that permis the student body, he said:
sion from both parents must be obI was surprised to see so many
taiainfd if you're under twenty-one. fellows on campus," but clarified:
-Monday, Wednesday, or Friday be Everyone should continue his edu
tween 9 a. m. and 6 p. m„ or any cation up to the last possible day;
Tuesday or Thursday from 9 a. m. to however, when they are taking men
3 p. m.—or even any Saturday from with dependents, college fellows
a. m. until noon, you can have should go."
your test. All you do is give a
sample of your blood and fill out an
Pacific s Little Theatre is constant
application.
ly being hailed, but now not far
"CALLED"
irom here there is another college
, P^ally, you'll be called by which also produces clever drama for
phone and told which "donor day" a college of its size.
Reference is to the Modesto J C.
o go to the San Joaquin General
Hospital (maybe Tuesday, Wednes- "Love Rides the Rails" (a comedy)
y, or Sunday mornings before was produced there this week and it
reakj?f
And
transportation is received praise from several outstand
provided by the Motor Corps.
ing dramatic critics. Looks like C.
• may have a rival in the offing!
After they've taken about
a pint
0_L tri-M-i •». L1

In reality it does not make any real difference where you involved in this war, but he was
buy it just so long as you buy it, or why you buy it just so long speaking of America too. He could
as you buy it.
have been referring to one College
Make an attempt at doing your part.

Try It Just Once
The basketball team is pretty good this year.
It is the best they've ever had here.
It can play on even terms with any basketball team in the
state.
It would be very nice if some of you would come out and
watch it play just once to prove your heart's in the right place or
that you re interested in the school or that you know somebody
on the team.
Or, why don't you come just once just to be coming out?
It would be rather nice:

JACK TOOMAY
Editor
Phone 9-9121

PHYLLIS DODGE
Manager
Phone 2-9218

Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific
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Our first stop was a book
—and it was packed—proving A
can people have been taught to
—regardless of Axis claims ti
contrary. The woman in froi
me was asking for a book on
fornia history—"How about N
Son by Richard Wright?"
The college girl in the bla
like bandana gueried, "Do you
any green books? I think that'
best with a yellow room." Ai
the corner stood a middle-aged
ness man wearing a Legion bi
excitedly perusing Martin Dies'
white-and-blue covered "The Ti
Horse in America."
Into a nearby department stoi
stepped. At the hosiery counter:
two people and 56 boxes. The w<
was trying to find a certain shac
stockings and "Suntan just isnt
ert Moon you know."
Down the aisle a few steps
the perfume counter, resplendet
glass and crystal. Before it *
the Man - Hunting - for - the - '
Present. Behind it was the toll
Girl-Earning-Money-for-Chnst®

And she was squirting ®
every scent
from BalaJ
Breathless and return,
surrender?)
,
x
We nearly stumbled over a
boy hunting for a presen
mother. He was torn betwee
"The
ine Boy
Doy Rangers, and a
The choice finally went^
article, a picture of Mac^
Down the street was
itood the '
store and before it st^.
Boy - Wanting- A The - Girl. First lie ^
gold locket, _then hej°.g
wallet. -rvuvi
And then
wanei.
—
,.
walked on. It had taken^
of Fifth Column she
friend to find oUt ^ , fjj
and
aiiu now
nuw he missed ^yhavi
. ,J pave
O, well, he guessed he
^
his sport coat. What > ^ f
like a cold mean, ana ^ ^
died up
were being ca
lBywaf
need it much longer, ^ ?
The stationery S L
trying to sell car s.
a girl
crirl asking
ner was a
halo ^ ^
with a tipped halo
fellow next to tu® rnotheI
buy a card _for ^{.cuUy
and was finding "-' tim1
ciling truth and the
Christmas seasonThe Bell-ringi°jusi0esswas doing a %°°g buy pleflO

T.brown gives

'The Messiah' Presented
Before Record Crowd

ORCHESTRAL
CONCERT

Fall Recital Given
Week Ago Tuesday

Combined College Choruses
Sing Annual Oratorio

ago Tuesday the Consertoty Orchestra under the direction
jjorace I. Brown, presented the
fall orchestra concert. Earl P. Oliv
er was baritone soloist.
The program was as follows:
\ week

Overture "Prometheus"

Beethoven

Heartwounds

— Grieg

By JERRY McGALL
The annual performance of "The
Messiah," was witnessed by a large
audience of far over a thousand peo
ple, when the combined chorus of the
Stockton Junior College and the
College of Pacific Orchestra pre
sented the annual Christmas oratorio
last Sunday afternoon, J. Russell
Bodley conducting.

Last Spring.—
Grieg
(For String Orchestra)
III.
Huldigunds March from
"Sigurd Torsalfar"
Grieg
IV.
"Credo" from "Ortello"
Verdi
Song of the Open Road
Malotte
Mr. Oliver
The

The vibrant and rich overture, fol' lowed by the three mellow Grieg se
lections, climaxed by the ever famous
Song of the Open Road, have been
reported as being quite enjoyable.
The audience thought the singer's
voice very rich, abely supported by
the orchestra.
The orchestra personnel is as fol
lows:
First violins—Vivian Bradley, Mil
dred Marsh, Claire Wilkens, Harriet
Grey, Carolyn Herrick, Marion
Swanson, Christel Enns, and Mildred
; Eachus.
!; Second violins—Phyllis Magnusson, Edna Eiselen, Rachel Wright,
Curtis Marchant, Donald Phillips,
Edith Grider, and Norman Lamb.
Viola—Doris Eisner.
Cellos —
Jack Ligthart, Bessie Swanson, Berry
Herrick, Tom Wescoat, Frances
Hunt and Jeanette Mast.
Basses—Jane Scott, Robert Gordon.
Flute—Sterling Nicolayson and Win
nie Honnold.
Obot—Dorothy Schmidt. Clarinet
—Colvin Wright, Jane Gordon.
Bassoon—Meriluise Routzman.
Horn — Florence Gholz, George
Tole.
Trumpet—Clifford Brau, Henry
Ornellas. Trombone—Lyle Beardsfey. Tympani—Lois Reed.

SPEECH DEPARTMENT
STARTS IDEA-SWAP
The Speech Department is organa plan whereby students from
other colleges will come into the
*anous living groups to exchange
' eas on the genial topic of The
^dent and The War. These stud0115 will be the guests of the living
?rouPs in which they will participate
'n discussion. Though already planned
arrangements will not be comIzing

Sergeant Sapiro Likes Army
Former College Pacific
Student Is On New
CBS Program

SINGERS
J. Henry Welton sang the tenor
role, and Earl P. Oliver the bass.
Visiting soloists were Marye Kiersche
Parker, alto, and Marcella-Thorpe,
soprano. Richard Enns was organ
ist for the afternoon.
The bass solo and trumpet oblagato,
"The 'Trumpet Shall Sound," has
never before been presented here, but
was successful, and will undoubted
ly be included in future presentations
of "The Messiah".
ACCLAIM
The soprano section received much
praise and the girls sang with unerr
ing accuracy, according to remarks of
several music critics present.
Mr. Bodley, and members of the
chorus and orchestra are usually anx
ious to hear the reports of-the per
formances but according to those
so far, Mr. Bodley says the per
formance lived up to the standard of
former years, in spite of the smaller
student body and present gas ra
tioning."
,

Blood Bank
Opens Windows
(Continued from Page 2)
you're all done. You rest, are taken
to your home by the Jdotor Corps,
and later you're mailed a disc with
initials and blood type on it
VERY COSTLY
Maybe you're saying, "Well, we
have bandage rolling at the Infirm
ary. Why can't we have "blood
donor" days here on campus? The
answer is that the initial equipment
costs $1500, and that experts are
needed to carry out the procedure.
The staff at the County Hospital
could not afford the time away from
their duties there.
You know, the smartest thing to do
would be to give your "donation"
during Christmas vacation, whether
you live in Stockton or elsewhere.
Then, you wouldn't have to take time
off from studies or classes.
Three hundred pints are on hand
now in the Bank, and the county
quota was set at 10,000 pints

Army life isn't too hard on Stock
ton's Sergeant Herman Sapiro — at
If you want a job —
(Continued from Page 2)
least on Saturday nights, when he
falls back on his locally-learned mu selling more papers than usual.
sical proficiency to accompany visit- was Christmas Week.
fc
t
(Since 1896)
ing Hollywood glamour stars during
There were soldiers and sailors
broadcasts of Soldier with Wings—
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
PROGRAM
from all over. Some were home on
(CBS, 7:15-7:45 p.m. PWT) by the
Because of the present war situa
California at Weber—Stockton
leave,
and others were thinking of
Army Air Forces Radio Production
tion, this performance is perhaps the
• We Train You—Place You •
those good old turkey dinners that last for the duration.
Unit in Santa Ana, California.
Here the Sergeant tries to follow .Mother used to cook. There was
along at the organ while harmonica one private with his girl, standing in
wizard Pfc. Jerry Adler tries to give front of the jewelry store window,
a few tips to lovely Virginia O' and they made you feel so good, so
Brien. Miss O'Brien, you may re very good.
call, is the charming native daughter
We walked into the downtown
of Los Angeles who wowed audienc church and knelt for a moment near
A Family Tradition . . .
es with her dead-pan song style in the Christ-child and the angels, de
"Meet the People" and then went on picting the scene in the manger.
A Gift from The Wonder
to appear in "The Fleet's In" and a There was a rosy-faced little girl
looking,
too.
And
we
wondered
if
bevy of Red Skelton films.
Sergeant Sapiro is the son of Mr. her Christmases would always leave
and Mrs. Louis Sapiro of 319 East her with that happy look of unawakAcacia Street, Stockton. He gradu enness, of unrealization. We hoped
ated from College of the Pacific in so.
1940 and directed his own band on
There was a prayer in our hearts,
several round-the-world liners before for all the peoples of the world this
enlisting this year. In Stockton he Christmas, and we remembered the
was president of the Musicians Un story of a Christmas Eve in World
War I when the Russian and Gerion.
n soldiers sang Christmas carols
pleted to the point of action until to each other. We hoped it would
shortly after Christmas vacation. happen and again, that for a little
Hope you enjoy it—the vacation and while there would be Peace on
Earth Good Will to Men.
the discussion!

HUMPHREY'S

A Very Special
HOLIDAY OFFER
LONG SLEEVE

SLOPPY JOE

SWEATER
It per ct. Virgin Wool

$2.98

THE WONDER
DOWNSTAIRS STORE

J- GLICK & SONS

USE GLICK'S DIGNIFIED CREDIT PLAN

"Truth In Jewelry"
326 East Main Street, Stockton California

"College Shop"
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ON WHOM
THE BELLES
TOLD

Asilomar T(o
In Berkeley

HEARD AT CHRISTMAS FORMAL

(Continued frotn

p

%1)
night service that evPnsential structure to l g' T
that which has'been 1/°"°*

These song titles remind me of:
Always In My Heart—Barrett and
Ohanneson.
gram, morning platfo
dl
At Last—Knudsen and Ornellas.
discussion groups on Autumn Nocturne—Art Smith.
ion, and finally
Daybreak—Johnny Lundblad.
first steps in social actijf
There Are Such Things—Frank
COST LOWER
Pierson.
Under the new set-up the
Dearly Beloved—Russ Gibeson.
course will be lessened V
Embraceable You—Dolores Perry.
this thefe will be no lcss
He's 1-A in the Army, and He's
the quality of the program •
1-A in My Heart—Billie Sherman.
cost is estimated to be L,,
He Wears a Pair of Silver Wings
—Scott Beattie.
teen dollars for the entire stHoneysuckle Rose—Elinor S i z eof the Conference events wiii
love.
in the Pacific Schopl of ]
I'll Keep the Lovelight Burning—
with rooming arrangements,
Irwin Ferer.
being secured with the Alpl
Phi house for the men a,
Lullaby in Blue—Ruth Sempers.
Stebbins Hall Cooperative
Miss You—Alice Traphagen.
women.
Moon Nocturne—Moose Ijams.
Pictured above is Bob Smith and his orchestra which gave forth with the strains of music at the
My Devotion—Bill Hanson.
The annual event will ^ c
Christmas formal.
Mr. Five by Five—Bud Stefan.
cooperative basis as always,
I Don't Want to Walk Without
students aiding in the lowerini
Kahan and "Pappy" Jack Hughes.
have Ray Kosich stationed so near.
You (Cammie)—Don Hall.
the cost through their efforts,
Ten Little Soldiers—Jan Wiman.
Have you heard the strains of
It's about time somebdy told
dents from Pacific who are defi
They Go Goo Goo, Ga Ga, Gpofy „My Man„ coming from Alpha The_ Frank Pierson what he ain't,
ly planning to attend are E
over Gobs-Women s Hall.
te> Iately?
Wonder if it could be
Tucker, Norm Clayton, Doris J
Whispers in the Dark Tom Bowe. coming from Marge Patnam, since
Muriel Sharpe's new theme song—
son, Ralph Fellerson, Phyllis Si
You're a Mystery—Clare Slaugh- she and Tom Bowe have quit, and Molle', Molle'.
ter.
he's been taken over by Persis John
An exhibit of Madonnas has been Chuck Towner, Weber Fisher, (
Has Fremont Kingery found a mu- arrangcd on the sccond floor exhibit Reeve, Gene Molle, Helen Heil
Marine Hymn—Marilyn Shepherd. son. What's the deal on this, any
way? Does Alpha Thete have an tual sense of humor in Betty Mclwards in Weber Hall to carry out and Marian Sill.
option
on Tom or something?
Connell ?
Has Patty Shuler completely for
MORE
the spirit of Christmas.
gotten the man back home, since
Such paintings as the "Madonna
Wonder if Jay Deck and Vera
It's too bad that Jean Downey
In addition to this list there
Chuck started "operating?"
Broder realized that other people can't speak Norwegian, but ,4ie's witli Angels" by Fra Angelico, "Ado more than twelve others Mo
were dancing besides themselves at doing all right, anyway!
ration of the Kings" by van der Wey- planning to attend if at all possil
We see that the lovelight is back
the PSA formal?
dcn,
and the "Adoration of the Ma
in Leslie Knole's eyes when she danc
Wonder if that pained expression gi" by Botticelli arc included in the This conference, held in the midst
es with Clare Slaughter.
war, will have the greatest meat
Big surprise of the year! Susan on Ellen Kuhn's face is heartburn or exhibit
Conklin got her man!
possible
for those who take it
just plain boredom?
An exhibit bf sculpture of the ages
One way of getting out of a traf
Its
implications
are far reaching,
is
also
posted
on
the
exhibit
board.
fic ticket: Just ask "Mammy" Lil
Isn't Patty Boyton fortunate to
On the sick list this week in the The exhibit attempts to show the thinking students will be challeng
infirmary are:
various methods of handling such by it and by its results.
Jerry Winters.
material as wood, metal, stone, and
Betty Benedict.
clay and plaster. The influence of
sculpture of the past upon contcm- f
dET THE URGE
A new twosome that we've never |>orary sculpture is also emphasized.
seen before is Jerry Winters and
TO HELP PURSE
Patsy Curtis. Jerry gazed at Pat
More than 500 students at Wash
sy's beauty all night.
ington State College worked in the
nearby apple orchards during the
harvest.
ANN HOLLOND

lr" inc"* • «> 5

Christmas Exhibit
Arranged
In Science Building

ijoitimg (greetings
& from

1
Sterling

Modiste
Ph. 2-6701

Pacific Ave.
Stockton

2005

Phone

6-6324
ORSI'Si
Pastry and Delicatessen
Always Delicious—Always
Ready—Orsi's Ready-Cooked
Foods
Open Evenings and Sundays

...
/f\\

SHAVE
HITLER
SAVE
AMERICA

bun
WAR STAMP*

PACIFIC BARBER
SHOP
A NEW, COOL SPACIOUS

'REFILL YOUR
LIPSTICK—
Save Metals,
Save Money

SHOP LOCATED ON
P A C I F I C

A V E .

Next to the Green Frog

XMAS IS COMING
A PAIR OF ICE SKATES
OR
AN ALL-WOOL SKATING
DRESS
OR
RUBBER-LINED SKATE
BAG

Would make a wonderful gift
for your self or friend
See them at

STOCKTON
ICE RINK

Lasting'
Flatterinfl'
Satin'S""9*

Color. AK
Fashion'"

PACIFIC

s|

t /\ White Xmas

Epsilon Holds
Yule Party;
Greets Season

prevailed At

PSA Dance
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Dining Hall Gives
Traditional
Holiday Dinner

EDITOR
Scott Beatie

Shiny green leaves of Christmas

With the estimated attendance of smeU
,a° ies and the tangy
n,gj! y ghstening fi
•ml) couples, the Jargest formal dance t
.
f
r
S
r
me
" °f
Epsilon into a hoEed for the season, presented last d
Say night at the Stockton Civic
T ,
»
3
lCTC ast nig t- Mothers and
Iitorium, was deemed successful f
U hairman and committees who
pa ro"essfs> and honorary
c
} ked out details for the function.
ers; J0lne with the members of
E
worker
Epsilon in an exchange of gifts to
be tur"ed over to the Red Cross for
SUCCESS
"We certainly appreciate the way distribution among soldiers on Christeveryone supported this affair by at- mas day.

Monday evening the yuletide was
formally ushered into the dining hall
with a hub-bub of excitement and a
bustle of formals at the traditional
Christmas dinner. A turkey dinner,
"with all the trimmings" was ac
companied by carols played by Paul
Dunkelstein at the piano.

SITTING IT OUT

The formal theme and entertain
ment was an innovation introduced
by Mrs. Brady, Women's Hall house
mother and hostess at the dining
hall, and because of the enthusiastic
response it will probably be carried
on in future years.
,

tending it, and a]so by co-operating
in the matter of not giving flowers.
Because of this the dance was a
success," stated Leslie Knoles, chair
man for the dance.
The motif was carried out by spe

The Mothers' and Patronesses' Club
supplied a very entertaining half of
the program which was concluded by
the presentation of two skits, "Little
Nell" and the "Night Before Christ
mas" by Epsilon. Community sing
cial lighting effects, and musio for
ing of the beloved Christmas Car
the affair1 was presented by Bob Smith
ols followed the refreshments and
and his orchestra, duet and soloist.
brought the party to a reluctant close.
RULING

Following the ruling made by the
Student Executive committee, no cor
sages were to be allowed at the affair.
Students in formals, dinner dresses,
and business suits, and several mem
bers of the armed forces in uniform
went to lfaake up the attendance.

Patrons and patronesses were: Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas H. McCandless,
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Carigan, Dr.
and Mrs. Roy C. McCall, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard H. Reynolds and Mr.
and Mrs. John G. Elliott.
DECORATIONS
Two large silver Christmas trees,
oil either side of the stage, appro
priate background and striking light
ning effects made up the decoraMr. and Mrs. Michael Garrigan, Dr.
tions. Committee for decorations con
sisted of Sally Rinehart, chairman;
Verle Gobel, Ellen Kuhn and Carol
Cole.

Doris Hansen, general chairman
of the party, headed the following
committees: entertainment, Virginia
Rathbun, Jane Skinner; decorations,
Barbara Ferguson, chairman, Mary
Jane' Armstrong, Phyllis Dodge, On the sidelines at Pacific's Christmas formal is seen some of the
Ruth Staples, Shirley Troyer; carol members enjoying the dance the easy way...
ing, Peggy Hurt, Sonja Hay ward;
food, Betty Jean Morrison, chairman,
Priscilla Keefer, Jean Downey; prep
arations, lone Angwin, Carol Cole,
Lucy Harding, Elvera Giorgi; clean
up, Iris Jane Jacobs, chairman, Mary
As yet un-named, the group of
Dean Lindsley, Patty Schuler, Kay
town girls who have volunteered their
Ladas, and Helen Spanos.
services to help eliminate the need
A gay Christmas spirit prevailed in
of dancing partners for the soldiers abundance last night at a Christmas
at the USO will have their initial party given at Rho Lambda Phi. The
dance tomorrow night.
party followed the annual Christmas
dinner. Presents were exchanged
PLANS
The girls are forming a regular with much hilarity, as they were all
organization for sponsoring a dance of a comical nature. The house was
on Friday and one Saturday night decorated in keeping with the YulePacific's chapter of the California each month for the men who go to tide season.
Student Teachers' Association, which the service club for recreation. They
The party was under the super
is sponsored by Mrs. G. R. Pease, will hold an election of officers, and vision of a committee consisting of
held a meeting a week ago Monday the meetings and events will be the following persons: Bob Bowe,
Jim Chinchilo, and Bob Olson. The
night. Muqrl Walters, president of carried out by their own board.
.the chapter, presided over the gather
A preliminary steering committee, party was open to members of. the
ing, which was highlighted by the headed by Eloise Smith, held a meet fraternity and a few of their guests.
down to earth talk of the superin ing last week to determine a code The occasion was more or less of a
tendent of Lodi schools, Mr. E. L. of principles to be employed by dual nature, as it served also as a
the girls, and to nominate candidates farewell party to several members
Nichols.
for officers. It was decided upon to expecting to leave for the service
SPEECH TOPIC
have a president, who will handle in the near future.
The topic for the speech was, "Ed- the administration details; a viceTo everyone, the members of Rho
ucation and War." Mr. Nichols pres;dent, who will be in charge of Lambda Phi, wish to extend a verypointed out to the prospective teach- gating a program; a secretary who Merry Christmas, and a Happy Ney
ers that their main goal in teaching w[j] do the contacting; and a mem- Year.
is to teach the young people how to bers-at-large committee to form a
live in time of war as well as in cabjnet.
Miss Beulah Watson, dean of wom
time of peace. However, the chief cHAPERONES
goal is achieved only by the proper
Kathleen Seagraves, of the en, and Mrs. Seagraves at each
adjustment of the new teachers to comrnercia] department, is the facul- function. They also decided that the
girls would not be allowed to leave
the demands of the community, the ^ sponsor 0f the group.
the building after they get there.
school administration, the school fac
The steering committee decided that
one faculty couple would be asked
ulty and the classroom situation.
to act as chaperones in addition to
NICHOLS QUOTES

Town Girls Will CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
Entertain at USO ABOUNDS AT RHIZITE

YULETIDE PARTY

CSTA Hears Head
Of Lodi Schools

It was also explained to the stud
ents of education about their pros
pective status and peculiar obligation
which they, as teachers, will have to
accept as a result of the country's
gearing for war. "Furthermore," Mr.
Nichols said, "Fortunately for pros

4 9

DRUG
C O.

Home Made Candy
Fountain Service

lihood."

T

ric gives yon a
lew daytime fragrance—
, toeupa
Pknent the perfume for gay

cveningg.

^ALCONS
from 1.10
°ECANTERS . . . from 2.25
4ls0
To,ent,
eed

er'c's three fragrances:
• - . Miracle and Confetti
in gift packages.

2.05 and 3.30

FATTEN &

MARENGO

•

The meeting was concluded with
the serving of refreshments.

Get your haircut at Bob's

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
2008 Pacific Avenue

the chorus.

Saucy Christmas angels, tall can
dles, and fragrant garlands of ever
greens and berries were combined
with the Victory theme in the dec
orations. Decorations were under
the direction of Nona Dedman, as
sisted by Jerry Winters, Jay Deck,
Dick Barkle, Bill Gilmore, Ruth Sim
pers, June Day, Muriel Sharp, Mari
lyn Sheppard, Ruth Adams, Pearl
Hamra, and Mary Alice Yelland.

Co-ops Hold Formal
Christmas Dinner
Last Sunday evening the entire co
op house sat down to a formal Christ
mas dinner which included turkey
and all the stuffings. After dinner
presents were exchanged and a full
two-hour program followed. This
event proved itself to be very pop
ular and will be followed annually
if conditions warrant it.
Plans are now being laid for a
membership drive which will take
place in January. Also possible of
ficer material Js being drummed uj
for the coming semester.
The social committee which work
ed out the plans for the success
ful dinner included Genevieve Jones
as chairman, and Ken Leedom, Mary
Winsor, Frances Sweeney, Muriel
Hayward, Don Phillips. The affair
was chaperoned by Mrs. Mae Coker,
the housemother.

Ration .Card Beauty Case
froi

Everything to be found in a
first class drug store.

pective teachers, the demand for in
structors assures them of future live

lenthj

Main & El Dorado
Phone 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite
Phone 2-5143

The high point of the evening was
entertainment provided by a choral
group from Women's Hall. Their
caroling was introduced by the trio,
Carol Duttle, Eleanor Williams and
Jane Skinner, harmonizing on White
Christmas. All yngs were arranged
and directed by Jane Skinner. A
manner scene, arranged by Jay Deck
and Pat Barrett, was presented dur
ing the singing of "Silent Night" by

Palace
Candy Stores
LUNCHES — DINNERS
216 E. Main St, Store No. 1
Telephone 7-7171 — Stockton

Pacific
Coffee Shop
HOME COOKING

Plus Excise
Tax

contains Revlon Nail Enamel,
Oily Remover, Whacking
big special size Lipstick
YouU adore the real
leather case for your.
war stamps, ration
cards, compact, etc. And,
of course, you'll adore
America's best-loved
nail enamel, be
cause of the un
rivaled way it stays
on your nails! Won
derful value! Get
yours today!.

2041 Pacific Avenue

Featuring

BREAKFAST • LUNCH - DINNER
COLLEGE PRICES

SMITH & LANG

IJIlKl
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War Delegation Iron
Out Old Problems

Mergenthwirker ha, i
of the most popular radio^
broadcast from the radi. S
Lamer is doing a swell w S'Udi'
as "Mergie". tZ JU'"1
he has had of late is causedw
and Henry, his two beer dfi£;

Bell Ringing To Denote
The Air Raid Warnings
By PEARL STEINER
This week your War Committee had the uncomfortable job
that sooner or later faces all committees. The clean-up. That is,
looking back in the minutes and finding out what things have not
been done.
Number one on its list was the posting and enacting of air
raid regulations. These will soon^.
appear on prominent bulletin boards you are nearer to doning stations, and
of all the buildings on campus. it will bd just a matter of a few min
Whether or not another air raid drill utes to get the necessary permission
will be held this semester as it was from your parents. So, when you
last semester is in the hands of the go home, enjoy life, and give some
bell-ringer. So, unsftiff your ears, if one else a chance to enjoy it too.
the bells take off some fine morning
and remind you of a house on fire,
it's probably just an aid raid. But
that makes it more, not less signifi
cant.
Blood Bank Cannot Afford Student
Interest Here.

The gang ln the radio stu,
been giv.ng Chuck Broadhur
time of late. It is all on
of his beautiful voice Th
been calling him thf Golden '
Radio. The girls seem to
wild about it. Especially 0
blond Alpha Thete.
It seems that But Stef
Grau have money to
days. The other night

APPEAL TO FACULTY

In the knowledge that members of
our faculty are red, white and blue
minded the AWS and the PSA would
appreciate their co-operation in hav
ing them buy their stamps arid bonds
on Wednesdays and thus help to
SUMS UP ATTITUDE
swell the patriotic coffers of a co
After several weeks of investiga operating student body.
tion a letter from Dr. Knoles sums
SERVICE FLAG?
up the attitude of the local Red
Several weeks ago plans for a ser
Cross and Dr. Sippy. It has not
vice flag, or perhaps one for each
been apathy on the part of either
school were discussed, and the matter
the committee or those in charge of
was referred to the presidents of
donors that the blood bank has not
gone ahead on this compus. These both institutions. The attitudes ex
are the facts: If you are under 21, pressed have been highly favorable
as the majority of COP and SJC on the part of the students, and a
students are, it requires notarized letter from Dr. Knoles assures us
parental .permission before you can that he will look into the matter.
even be typed. If that were obtained ROLLING BANDAGES
there would first be the vast ex Do You Know How To Roll?
pense of moving equipment and the
Bandages, I mean. Any free time
dislocation of the downtown staff, you have will be well utilized by roll
Last Tuesday's chapel services
neither of which the Red Cross nor ing bandages and compresses in the
the school can afford. Then, there Infirmary. But please for the safety were devoted to a Christmas pro
is the matter 'of the little metal discs of those whose lives will depend upon gram, the traditional Christmas mu
which every donor must keep in his your action, be sure that you comply sic being played by the A Cappella
possession at all times. San Joaquin with these simple regulations. Wear Choir.
County is already behind in the is wash dresses, so that none of the
Allen Bacon, organist, played an
suance of these necessities now.
lint that hangs to woolen mixtures organ prelude, -"Holy Night."
And that's just the rough begin will fall on the bandages. Wear
A trumpet duet by Cliff Brau and
ning of the blood bank difficulties. aprons over them for super safety. Lyle Beardsley. Reading of the
But that is only local. When you are Keep an apron for that specific pur Christmas Story by Professor Betz.
homa over vacation, ,by all means pose. Use it only there and you elim
take some time to give your blood inate the additional danger of car
When you roll the bandages and
there, for the blood bank is in dire rying in line, germs, etc., from the
compresses be most fastidious con
need of all it can get. At home outside. Always wear a bandana.
cerning threads that hang over the
edge. These, if left to roarh around
in a wound can become as highly infectuous as the proverbial sponge
sewed in the appendectomy cavity.

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

COMMENDATION DUE

;.

T H E FAMOUS

SPUNRAY

Leisure Shirts
—sanforized against
shrinkage, vat dyed for color
fastness and tebelized in resist
wrinkling ... $2.95

THRELFALLS
439 EAST MAIN

It has been suggested that the vari
ous living groups designate certain
hours and a certain number of their
members in order that the supply
can be kept up. Commendation is
due those who have already volun
tarily given their time to this worth
while project.
To plan the final draft for a ser
ies of assembly programs already
started, the sub-committee of Miss
Van Gundy and Pearl Steiner have
been put to work. The results of
the student • survey and the Drama,
Music, and Speech Departments
have, and are co-operating splendidly
and are to be sincerely thanked, not
only by the Committee but by the
student body as well.

(Continued

F O X

CALIFORNIA
THUNDER BIRDS

and
Organ
Magi."
"Three Kings", choir. "There's a
Song In the Air," Dr. Paul Trueblood, soloist.
"Caritique de Noel," Carol Duttle,
Choir, "Hark Now! O Shepherd!"
soloist.
Choir, "Sleep, Holy Babe."
The choir sounded beautifully and
many thought it one of the finest
chapel services of the yjar.
The choir succeeded in bringing
everyone there into the spirit of the
yuletide, and in the closing part of
the services the congregation sang
"It Came Upon a Midnight Clear",
"O Little Town of Bethlehem," and
"Silent Night, Holy Night," with the
choir.
It isn't necessary to say more about
the Cossack Chorus, as words can
hardly express the dynamic perform
ance which they presented to Stock
ton audiences last Wednesday eve
ning.
You all remember Herm Sapiro,
of course you do—Well, we've been
hearing a lot about his radio pro
grams lately, and there have been
quite a few questions asked, so I
scouted around, got some informa
tion, and hope to clear the situation
up.
I said "his programs," well I did
elaborate a 'little'. He is the piano
player in the orchestra at the Santa
(Continued on Page 7)

Shellubrication
SHELL PRODUCTS—TIRE

GIRL TROUBLE
Sunday

SIERRA
THEATRE
FRIDAY

MUMMY'S TOMB
and

NIGHT
MONSTER

Stockton's most up-to-date
DRY CLEANING PLANT

Du Bois
Dry Cleaners
Harding and El Do"*
Telephone 5-53S3

GROCERIES
POULTRY

VEGETABLES

FRUITS

AND BATTERY SERVICE

MEATS

SILVER HEARTS

Sibley E. Bush
Phone 3-0604—2302 Pacific

for friendship
bracelets

YOLLAND ICE
'HAS.HAAS
& SONS
JEWELERS

COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK

GAIA-DELUCCHI
American

and Channe'
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Radio Workshop Continues
programs After Christmas
Radio Workshop Players after the vacation will continue with
the

comedy series: "Mr. Mergenthwirker's Lobblies," from the

Campus studio over K.W.G. from 9:00-9:30 Thursdav December
3Jj

1942. The series was discontinued this week because so many
students had made plans to start the vacation.

uf'the

'jD the next script, the lobblies Ja--f
and Henry, decide to act very
peth
contrary to the wishes of their own' Mergenthwirker and his two

r

Mends from the newspaper, Hawley
• ^ McGee. The lobblies refuse to
redict

any more future events for

IN THE
SERVICE

,hem and become very independent

MUSIC NOTES
(Continued from Page

6)

Ana Air Base—the orchestra is a
separate organization from the post
band, (and it's no easy job to get
into it!).
They broadcast over nation wide
hookups four times a week.
The music is really fine, you don't
need to take my word for it though.
Dial your radio—and listen for your
self—
Thursday—Blue Network—(KGO)
—8:30 p. m.
Friday—National— (KPO) —9:30
p.m.
Saturday—Columbia—7:30 p.m.
Sunday—Mutual.
Stan Rutherford and Norman
Chapman, former Pacific Music stud
ents, are also stationed at Santa Ana,
and they play with the post band.

Robert Owen Bastian, graduate of
and dignified—that is until it is
Pacific with the class of '40, has
army, stationed at the mechanics
made known to them that they are
just been graduated from the Officer school, Wichita Falls, Texas.
to accompany Hawley and McGee to
Candidate School for Marines at
California aboard an airplane.
Quantico, Va.
Bill Dundore, one-time J. C. stu
Then the fun begins! The lob
Bob was given a tep weeks course dent, is stationed at the Naval Quar
blies being invisible have a lot of
termaster School, Rhode Island.
in military fundamentals at Quanti
excitement on the plane knocking
co before being commissioned as a
Richard Riddell, a former Pacific
ladies' hats off and spilling coffee on
Second Lieutenant. He is now in Re student, is now an aerial photogra
the passengers and seeing to it that
serve Officer's school where he will pher in the U. S. Marine Corps. He
Hawley and McGee get all the blame
spend three months learning the du is a corporal and is stationed at the
Naval Air Station. San Diego, Cali
for it. But when real trouble starts
ties of a platoon commander.
fornia.
and the plane loses the radio beam
which guides it, the lobblies relent
Perry Miller, former Pacific stu
and help get the plane into the air dent, is now attending the Livermore
port for which Hawley and McGee Naval Aviation School at Livermore,
reward them richly and forgive them California, as a Navy cadet.
their mischieviousness on the plane.
Bob Hironymous, former J, C. and
A1 Larner plays Mergenthwirker;
Pacific
student, is now a Midship
Chuck Broadhust, Hawley; and Jack
man in the Merchant Marines. He
, Toomay, McGee. Others in the cast
is taking the land school training at
are Ardys Sibole, Vera Broder, Eli Coyote Point, California.
nor Sizelove, Jack Hanner, and Ken
Robert M. Todd, one-time Pacific
Graue. The show is directed by
student, is now stationed as a first
Ellis Lind and Tola Brubeck.
lieutenant at the new army air force's
flexible gunnery school at Fort My
ers, Florida.

Neil Warren, former Pacific grad
uate, is a member of the psychologic
al research unit, stationed with the
Army Air Force at Santa Ana, Cali
fornia.

The Tiger Rag
Dear Editor:
There are several things in
the Pacific Weekly that we feel
should be changed.
First of all there seems to
be a tendency toward tearing
Pacific and the students down
rather than an attempt to build
them up.
It is our opinion that you
are trying to run the school by
the use of the Pacific Weekly
—this we believe is absolute
ly outrageous.
Who do you think you are
anyway that your ideas are
right and that people should fol
low your way of thinking?
ROD BRANSON.
Dear Editor:
Why don't you dump that dirt
column in the garbage can? It
stinks.
A Junior
Dear Editor:
I have heard rumors that you
plan to remove the dirt column
from the paper. If you do this I
will promptly remove your head
from your shoulders.
Former Professional Wrestler.
Dear Editor:
Every day we hear about how
the reserves are going to be called
soon and how" they're going to

Letters to
the Editor

take over the schools for Army
use and how liberal arts educa
tions are going to be abandoned.
But nothing happens.
I think your paper would do
well to put something definite in,
in regard to this thing.
V-l Freshman.
Dear Editor:
Your paper is one of the finest
that has ever been printed here
at the college as far as I can
remember and I have been read
ing them for a long time.
A Campus Workman.
Dear Editor:
Somebody.
Maybe you've helped wake this
school up to the fact that there's
a war going on!
I sure do hope so.
—An ERC Man.
Dear Editor:
Somebody finally found out
there's a war going on!
Nice going.
—Three Men's Hall Men.
Dear Editor:
The dirt colmn smells.
I yefuse to read another word
out of your paper until you re
move that thing from your society
page.
Irate Junior Female.

BOliW

• COLLEGIAN A

Phil Stow, a former Pacific stu,dent is now stationed at San Diego
(Continued, from Page 2)
Naval Base. He is an apprentice sea
hut many college students are hav
man.
ing fun out of it just the same. Know
ing that "necessity is the mother of
Bert Trulsson, former student at
invention," they are cooking up ideas Pacific and star of Pacific Little
with overwhelming originality. Take Theatre productions, is now an avia
tion cadet at the Army Air Force
'be group of U. of Missouri stu
Pre-flight school, San Antonio, Tex
dents who use horse and buggies as
as.
the popular method of transporta
Bert applied late last summer for
tion (the gals seem to like the idea,
this type of officer's training. At
tool).
that time he was a corporal in the
We are anxiously waiting to see
what the situation brings forth on
jhis campus. (Say, who's the Lone
Ranger' who arrives at school via
eiues. and uses th<! large tree on the
'eft-hand side of the Ad Building
as a temporary stable??).

If its in his power, he'll see that every man
has the things he wants on Christmas.

store is full of the kind of fine wearables that

Greetings From
The
College Bookstore

On

Pacific

Avenue

satisfying haircuts

KING JEWELER

2047 PACIFIC AVE.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
°u will find our lay-away
udget plan very

^venient.

a helping hand . . . come in and pick gifts to
wear for the men on your list.

New Year.

Now Is the Time
^ o Select —

V

make welcome Christmas gifts . Give Santa

To thfe Faculty and Students
of the College of the Pacific
and Stockton Junior College;
we appreciate your fine co
operation the past year, and
wish for each of you, the best
of all, a quiet and peaceful
Christmas, and a will to re
turn to your work for the

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARBER
POT

•

THE COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

Sport shirts are welcomed
by every man; in solid
tones and patterns $2.00 to
$12.50.

CUB

HOUSE

Operated by

Associated Women's Students
UNTAIN SERVICE and SANDWICHES
At All Hours
T r/>Ti

Our

A T NOON

Slip-over sweaters in mono
tones and patterns, in
wools and mixtures $3.95
to $17.50.

BraVO

New windbreakers in show
er-proof poplin and still
with a zipper front opening.
$5.50 and up.

& McKIISAM

J

for men —for boys
1

1
1
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OFF...MIKE

CRISS
CROSSES

(Continued from Page 6)

meeting at John Crabbe's home, Bud
tossed a five dollar bill to Ken, and
Ken not noticing what it was rolled
By LEROY CHRISMAN
it up and tossed it into the fire. Bud
flew out of that chair and started
grabbing burning logs out of the
fire like mad. I've never seen two
Pick of the week: St. Mary's
more crest-fallen fellows in my life Pre-Flight to tie U. S. C. up in
as when they saw that beautiful five knots . . .
dollar bill go up in smoke. The
A lifetime is a h— of a long
bill by the way belonged to Mariella
time to wait for victory. But U.
Dobrasin.
Another new show on the air is
Pacific Symposium. The show is a
round table discussion on current
problems with scripts written by the
students.
>

C. L. A. waited—and they got it.
U. S. C. had tremendous power,
but U. C. L. A. had the versatility
and finesse of a true champion.

Star of the day: Mickey Mc-1
Cardie of U. S. C.

Editor
JACK ONYETT

Crusiers Best
Pacific In
Thriller
Shippers Win In Final
Sees.; Tootnay Is High

Tigers Bow To Gaels In
Close Hoop Game 4842

Fast Break, Scrap Proves To
Much For College of Pacific

By JOHN EVANS
Yes, it's U. C. L. A. and Georgia
The College of Pacific basket
The College of Pacific lost their first major basketball
in the Rose Bowl.
ball team lost a practice game to
the
Stephens
Cruisers
last
Friday
of
the
season when the Saint Mary's Gaels defeated them "
Most of you know her as Iola
Some say Stanford deserved the
in a tight, nervous exhibition in San Francisco's Civic AudL
Whitlock but a little over a month bid, but the Bruins conquered the night 53-52.
PERSONALITY OF
THE WEEK

ago she become the bride of Dave Indians 20-7, didn't they? May the
The Cruisers made their basket
Brubeck, one of our former music best man go, says I.
after a disputed out-of-bounds play
students on the campus.
from Rogers to Wickheiser. WickGEORGIAN GLORY
Iola has been very active on the
heiser dropped the ball through the
Will U. C. L. A. beat Georgia in
campus in radio and little theatre
mesh from thirty feet out just as
an
upset? No, probably not. If all
work. She was a member of the
the gun sounded ending the game.
Georgia
had
wtfs
Frankie
Sinkwich,
radio stage players for three semest
With seven seconds left in
ers and during that time she had I would say yes—a thousand times
many leading roles. Her favorite type yes. But Georgia has been busy the game Jack Toomay tipped in
hiring football players for the past a field goal for what seemed to
of part is the character roles.
ten years, and they've finally got an be the winning points. But Stev
Iola and Ellis Lind are co-direct
all-star cast.
ens of the Cruisers threw wild
ors on Mr. Mergenthwirker's Lobto Rogers and in the scramble
blies and from the popularity of the
In the backfield led by the truly
show you can see what a fine job they great Frankie, are Lamarr Davis, the ball went out of bounds.
are both doing.
magnificent pass receiver, Gus Let- BIG DEFICIT
Writing radio scripts and short chas, sensational wingback, and Geo.
The slow-starting Tigers made up
dramas are her hobby and she does Trippi, the second best sophomore in a half-time deficit of 34-23; went into
a grand job of her writing.
the nation, who by the way has to j the lead with two minutes of time
After graduation Iola plans to play second string to Sinkwich.
remaining and stayed there until the
continue in radio, and 'I know she
final instant.
will be a success for she is a very UNTOUCHABLE
Toomay led the scoring pa
The line is a thing of beauty and j
capable person as well as talented.
We wish her all the luck in the power—led by George Poschner, All- | rade by dropping nine field goals
America end, Walter Ruark, the hu and two foul throws through the
world.
man mowing machine at guard, and I hoop for twenty points which
Bill Godwin, the Arkansas bone- | was one better than Bill Werle's
breaker at center.
nineteen for the winners.

BILL LUNT

How can anybody
team? Ask Auburn?

UNION OIL
PRODUCTS
On Pacific Avenue

beat ,this | FROSH FLASH

Corky Ortez, the Tigers' frosh
flash, scored twelve points in the
Basketball notes: That 52-53 loss
second half to keep the Tigers in the
by the terrific Tigers to the Stephen's
ball game. His total scoring for the
Cruisers makes one hesitate and Won
evening was 14 points.
der if life is worth while. To lose
one game is nothing—but to lose to
A return game is expected to
a team with a name like that—oi, be arranged between the two
yoi, yoi! Biit we have to admit, the teams inasmuch as, according to
Tigers lost to a really fine team— Chris Kjeldsen, they appeared
and no alibis offered.
especially evenly matched.

Tuesday night.
The Gaels, making up for height with speed and fight ...

ahead most of the time after mak-"*
ing up an 8-2 deficit at the start of
times in the closing period of
the game. However, the outcome was
never certain until the Gales scored game, the local Varsity never q
two quick goals with a minute to go made up for the six-point jolt t
and cinched their second straight vic had received. With four minute:
tory of the season.
go the College of Pacific, on two t
goals—one by Jack Toomay, b
INITIAL TALLY
working
Tiger center who had
The Tigers started by dropping in
four of their first five
shots—three I counted for 11 of his team's t
by Corky Ortez, Pacific's high scorer and the other by Ralph Netze
with 14 points, and one by Jack
looked for a moment to have a
Toomay—and taking an initial lead
in the game of 8-2. But by mid- the game in hand. But Burke pusl
half the fast scrappy Gaels were rap a one-hander through from the t
ner and Mota and Cerf both sco
idly making up the margin.
on consecutive fast breaks to ci
Three quick field
goals—all the ball game for their team.
scored within a minute of the
The Saint Mary's game conclm
game. With the score 23-24 the
the pre-Christmas schedule for
the Gaels' favor Ed Cerf broke College of Pacific. Their next B
away on a fast break to score ing will be on January 5 with
once. An instant later, Billy Livermore Airfield.

Burke—the Gael high-point man
and sharer in total scoring with
Ortez who also had 14 digits—
scored twice on the whip-end of
a fast break. And the Tigers'
doom was sealed.
TIE SCORES

DANCING
Wednesday — Saturday

TRIANON

Though they tied the score several

"The Coke's in"

The Tigers' pre-season basketball
schedule has been completed. The
next game will be on January 5.
A Must for School or Office Wear

RAYON

BLOUSES

Easily Laundered
Prettily Trimmed

$1.98
Softly tailored multi-filament rayon
tn long or short sleeved styles. Pastel
shades!
Extra Skirts Make New Ensembles

MISSES'

SKIRTS

Bright plaids in winter fabrics.
Bias cut with pleats! 24-30.

$3.98

t4\

•

P ENNEY CO.

MARINE RESERVE
OFFICERS CHOSEN
At the Marine Corps Reserve meet
ing on Tuesday the official name
for the organization at Pacific and
the titles of the officers were chosen.
The meeting was held at the Alpha
Kappa Phi fraternity.
The titles of the officers, which
were chosen last week, are: Com
mandant Johnny Camicia, Major
| General Jim Watson, Secretary Bob
I Mir, Treasurer Rod Branson, Sergeant at Arms George Ker.
The official name for the Marine
Corps Reserve at Pacific is the
"Leathernecks of Pacific."

NEWBY'S
BARBECUE
925 EAST

HARDING WAY

THREE BLIND MEN

(BUND TO AMERICA'S WILL TO WIN)

OPEN THEIR EYES BY INVESTING
N/1TM IO rn AKinr- m 1*/*r>

«*•»•« » •

•

Fountain

vvh<
"That's the happy greeting heard today
new supply of Coke arrives at a cooler*

wait for it...wait because the only
Coca-Cola is Coca-Cola itself. Customed
and start moving up to pause and be
"There's a cheerful spirit about this
» i s hifl

accepting wartime restrictions. Morale i

